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22 Abstract

23 Seasonal climate prediction to date has largely focussed on probabilistic forecasts for above- 

24 and below-average conditions in climate means. Here, we examine the possibility of making 

25 sub-seasonal to seasonal outlooks for daily-scale precipitation extremes in Australia. We first 

26 use observational data to show that significant relationships exist between climate modes, 

27 such as the El Niño-Southern Oscillation, and indices representing rainfall extremes across 

28 much of Australia. The strong observed teleconnections between climate modes and daily 

29 rainfall extremes suggest the potential for predictability on seasonal scales. The current 

30 Australian Bureau of Meteorology seasonal prediction system (ACCESS-S1) is examined for 

31 performance in predicting rainfall extreme indices using a range of measures. Ensemble 

32 hindcasts, consisting of 11 members initialised every month during 1990-2012, perform well 

33 for some extreme rainfall indices on short lead-times (up to one month). We note that at short 

34 lead-times forecasts are aided by skilful weather prediction, so forecast performance drops at 

35 lead-times of a week or more. Forecast performance is lower in austral summer than other 

36 seasons and greater in the north and interior of the continent, particularly in the dry season, 

37 than elsewhere. The ACCESS-S1 ensemble is over-confident but exhibits some reliability in 

38 probabilistic forecasts of above- or below-average number of wet days and intensity of the 

39 highest daily maximum precipitation, especially in northern Australia. ACCESS-S1 captures 

40 the broad pattern of relationships between climate modes and rainfall extremes that are 

41 observed. For two case studies of unusually extreme precipitation, ACCESS-S exhibits 

42 contrasting performance for forecasts of extreme rainfall anomalies beyond the first month. 

43 These results suggest that ACCESS-S1 may be used to produce outlooks for some rainfall 

44 indices, such as the number of wet days and the intensity of the wettest day, for the month 

45 ahead. 

46 Keywords: Australia, Seasonal Prediction, Rainfall Extremes, ACCESS-S, ENSO, IOD
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47 1. Introduction

48 Australia has a highly variable climate especially for rainfall (Nicholls et al 1997) with 

49 droughts and extreme rainfall events that have large economic, social, and environmental 

50 impacts. The highly variable climate of Australia is, in large part, due to its position between 

51 the Indian and Pacific Oceans with much of the variability in rainfall linked to the Indian 

52 Ocean Dipole (IOD) and El Niño-Southern Oscillation (ENSO) in addition to other climate 

53 modes, such as the Southern Annular Mode (SAM) and the Madden-Julian Oscillation (MJO) 

54 (e.g. Risbey et al 2009).

55 It is not only mean rainfall that has strong relationships with these climate modes but also 

56 rainfall extremes (Min et al 2013, King et al 2014). For example, there are significant 

57 correlations between the Niño-3.4 index and seasonal maximum 1-day precipitation (Rx1day) 

58 totals in austral winter and spring across much of northern and eastern Australia (Min et al 

59 2013). Similarly strong relationships between the Dipole Mode Index, representing the IOD, 

60 and Rx1day in southern Australia in austral winter and spring, and between the SAM index 

61 and Rx1day in the southeast of Australia in austral spring and summer were observed (Min et 

62 al 2013). While patterns of extreme rainfall indices are more spatially inhomogeneous than 

63 for mean rainfall, for Rx1day and the maximum consecutive 5-day rainfall totals (Rx5day) 

64 there are significant relationships with ENSO and the IOD (King et al 2014).

65 The strong teleconnections between slowly-evolving climate modes and Australian climate 

66 variability lend themselves to seasonal predictability. Australia has a long history of seasonal 

67 prediction (Quayle 1929, Nicholls and Woodcock 1981, Nicholls 1985). It was recognised 

68 long ago that given a particular state of a climate mode is in place, for example La Niña, the 

69 slow evolution of the climate mode would mean that an increased likelihood of climate 

70 anomalies in one direction would often persist for several months. As a result, the Australian 
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71 Bureau of Meteorology (BoM) made empirical seasonal predictions from 1989 based on 

72 observed teleconnections between ENSO and Australian climate variability (McBride and 

73 Nicholls 1983, Nicholls 1983, 1979) and subsequently the Indian Ocean teleconnection 

74 (Drosdowsky and Chambers 2000, Stone et al 1996). The BoM developed and 

75 operationalised dynamical prediction models in the early 21st century (Alves et al 2003, 

76 Cottrill et al 2013) and the current operational system, the Australian Community Climate 

77 and Earth-System Seasonal model (ACCESS-S1; Hudson et al 2017), is now used to make 

78 probabilistic seasonal outlooks for sea surface temperatures (SSTs), ENSO, the IOD and also 

79 Australian climate (including monthly- and seasonal-average precipitation and maximum and 

80 minimum temperatures).

81 Given that the strong teleconnections between climate modes and Australian rainfall 

82 variability have been shown to extend to rainfall extremes, the possibility of seasonal 

83 prediction of rainfall extremes should be considered. Large-scale or persistent rainfall 

84 extremes have substantial impacts as they often result in catastrophic flooding. This was the 

85 case during the austral summer of 2010/11 when heavy rainfall led to severe floods across 

86 much of Queensland resulting in multiple fatalities and large economic losses of several 

87 billion dollars (Australian Business Roundtable for Disaster Resilience & Safer Communities 

88 2016). Accurate seasonal prediction of not only the mean precipitation for the month or 

89 season, but for precipitation extremes as well, has the potential to have large economic 

90 benefits to the agricultural sector and other industries (The Centre for International 

91 Economics 2014a, 2014b).

92 In this study we revisit the observed teleconnections between climate modes and different 

93 indices for rainfall extremes. Based on the observational analysis we select suitable indices 

94 where seasonal prediction may be possible and we subsequently investigate model 

95 performance in prediction of these indices in the ACCESS-S1 hindcasts. We use a range of 
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96 verification statistics to assess forecast performance in ACCESS-S1 at a range of lead-times 

97 and we examine the model representation of relationships between climate modes and rainfall 

98 indices.

99 The remainder of the paper is organised as follows: in section 2 we discuss the datasets used 

100 and the methods applied in our analysis, in section 3 we motivate our ACCESS-S1 analysis 

101 using observed relationships between climate modes and rainfall extremes, in section 4 we 

102 examine the performance of ACCESS-S1 using a range of verification metrics, in section 5 

103 we analyse ACCESS-S1 relationships between climate modes and rainfall extremes, in 

104 section 6 we focus on two case studies, and in section 7 we discuss and conclude our 

105 analysis.

106 2. Data and Methods

107 2.1. Observational datasets

108 For verification of the forecasts, a gridded rainfall product was deemed most suitable for 

109 comparison. Daily rainfall data from the Australian Water Availability Project (AWAP; Jones 

110 et al 2009) for 1900-2017 were extracted on a regular 0.05° grid. The AWAP rainfall product 

111 is derived from interpolating all available in situ rainfall observations onto a grid using a 

112 splining technique (more details can be found in Jones et al 2009). Although there are issues 

113 with AWAP underestimation of rainfall extremes, in regions where station data that AWAP is 

114 derived from are dense the variability in mean and extreme rainfall is captured well (King et 

115 al 2013b). In regions where stations are sparse, the AWAP product performs less well, thus a 

116 mask was applied over central Australia (selected as the region with no data coverage prior to 

117 1930) and the region is not analysed further. The AWAP data were interpolated onto a 

118 regular 0.25° grid for all subsequent analysis.
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119 A selection of mean and extreme rainfall indices was investigated for their relationships with 

120 climate modes (Table 1). The five extreme rainfall indices (in addition to total rainfall: 

121 PRCPTOT, sometimes also referred to as mean rainfall here) are adapted from those 

122 recommended by the Expert Team on Climate Change Detection and Indices (ETCCDI; 

123 Zhang et al 2011) and are chosen to represent different characteristics of extreme rainfall 

124 (Haylock and Nicholls 2000) for which relationships with climate modes and seasonal 

125 predictive skill may be assessed. There are intensity-based indices, including Rx1day, 

126 frequency-based metrics, including the number of wet days (WD), and a contribution-based 

127 index, the proportion of monthly rainfall due to the wettest day (Rx1C). These indices were 

128 calculated using the AWAP dataset for 1900-2017 in each calendar month to allow the 

129 relationships between climate modes and rainfall indices to be robustly established. Two 

130 indices (R90P and R90PTot) use a climatological 90th percentile which is derived for each 

131 calendar month separately and excludes non-rain days in its calculation (otherwise in many 

132 cases the 90th percentile would be zero). Note, while the WD index is classified as an 

133 ETCCDI extreme rainfall index it is relevant to the whole statistical distribution of rainfall 

134 not just the tail. While the WD index is not a truly extreme index it does represent a useful 

135 alternative characteristic of rainfall to PRCPTOT.

136 To examine observed extreme rainfall relationships with coupled ocean-atmosphere climate 

137 modes, a dataset of observed SSTs was used. The Met Office Hadley Centre Sea Ice and Sea 

138 Surface Temperature product was analysed (HadISST; Rayner et al 2003). The monthly SST 

139 data were used to compute the Niño-3.4 index to represent ENSO [170°W-120°W, 5°S-5°N], 

140 the Dipole Mode Index to represent the IOD [Western pole: 50°E-70°E, 10°S-10°N, Eastern 

141 pole: 90°E-110°E, 10°S-0°N] (Saji et al 1999), and the North Australian SST index [110°E-

142 150°E, 15°S-0°N] (Nicholls 1984, Catto et al 2012). Area-average SSTs were computed for 

143 the relevant regions and the climate mode indices were computed by detrending the data in 
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144 each calendar month individually by subtracting a 31-year moving average. In the case of the 

145 DMI, the detrending was performed before the difference between the western and eastern 

146 poles was computed, but the sensitivity to this choice is minimal.

147 The relationships between climate modes and different extreme rainfall indices were assessed 

148 through computing Spearman rank correlation coefficients, to account for non-normal 

149 distributions of extreme indices across most of Australia in most months. The areas of 

150 Australia (excluding the masked region of central Australia) where these correlations are 

151 significant at the 5% level were aggregated for summarising the relationships between the 

152 climate modes and each rainfall index.   

153 2.2. The ACCESS-S1 hindcasts

154 ACCESS-S1 is a state-of-the-art seasonal prediction model system used operationally by the 

155 BoM (Hudson et al 2017). The current version of the model is the same as the UK Met Office 

156 model GloSea5-GC2 (MacLachlan et al 2015) but the ensemble generation scheme, ensemble 

157 size and the configuration of the system for operational forecasting differ (see Hudson et al 

158 2017 for further details). The ACCESS-S1 hindcasts have been used previously to evaluate 

159 the model for its skill in temperature and precipitation totals over Australia (Hudson et al 

160 2017), the evolution of ENSO, the IOD and MJO (Hudson et al 2017, Marshall and Hendon 

161 2019), skill for SST (de Burgh-Day et al 2019, Smith and Spillman 2019), and tropical 

162 cyclone frequency and location (Camp et al 2018). Here we analyse ACCESS-S1 

163 performance in prediction of extreme precipitation indices.

164 The hindcasts used in this analysis cover the 1990-2012 period with 11-member ensembles 

165 initialised four times per month each running for seven months. For this analysis, we 

166 primarily used the hindcasts initialised on the 1st of each month and calculated each rainfall 

167 index for each calendar month and ensemble member at lead-0, lead-1 month, and lead 2-
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168 months (e.g. for forecast verification in March 1990, leads-0, 1 and 2 correspond to runs 

169 starting 1st March 1990, 1st February 1990, and 1st January 1990, respectively).

170 We used the ACCESS-S1 hindcasts that have been calibrated to AWAP daily rainfall using a 

171 quantile-matching method applied to daily precipitation in 11-day windows (Bureau of 

172 Meteorology 2019). The calibrated data are on the same regular 0.05° grid as AWAP and for 

173 this study were interpolated to the same regular 0.25° grid as was applied to AWAP. The 

174 high resolution 0.05° data are not required for the verification of seasonal forecasts across the 

175 entire continent, so regridding was performed to a coarser resolution to reduce computational 

176 costs. The resolution dependence of the results was tested using a coarser grid, at a lower 

177 resolution than the raw model output, and it was found to not have a large effect (not shown). 

178 Despite the calibration of ACCESS-S1 hindcasts to AWAP, there are still differences 

179 between ACCESS-S1 hindcasts and AWAP over the common 1990-2012 period in the 

180 average values of each extreme rainfall index (see Figure S1 for an example based on 

181 Rx1day). As a result the ACCESS-S1 anomalies were calculated relative to ACCESS-S1 

182 rather than AWAP as discussed further in Section 2.3.

183 2.3. Anomaly calculation and forecast verification statistics

184 The rainfall indices were evaluated in ACCESS-S1 relative to AWAP in anomaly space. In 

185 AWAP the anomalies for each rainfall index in each calendar month were calculated relative 

186 to all other years in the same calendar month at the same location. For example, Rx1day in 

187 January 2000 was calculated as an anomaly from the median of all other January Rx1day 

188 values in the 1990-2012 period excluding January 2000 itself (i.e. cross-validation). The 

189 median was used as in many cases the statistical distributions of extreme rainfall indices are 

190 strongly positively skewed.
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191 As the ACCESS-S1 model has biases compared to AWAP, the model itself was used to 

192 construct climatologies. The same principle of computing the index anomaly from all 

193 equivalent values was applied (same location, calendar month, and for ACCESS-S1, the same 

194 lead time also). The climatology is also composed of all 11 ensemble members. For example, 

195 Rx1day in January 2000 at lead-0 in ACCESS-S1 ensemble member 5 was calculated as an 

196 anomaly relative to the median of all other January Rx1day values in ACCESS-S1 at lead-0 

197 for 1990-2012 using all ensemble members but excluding January 2000 itself. All subsequent 

198 analysis of ACCESS-S1 was performed in anomaly space. Also, while performance analysis 

199 of ACCESS-S1 could be undertaken for different points in the distribution (e.g. upper or 

200 lower terciles or deciles), we focus much of our analysis on performance in forecasting 

201 above-median conditions. This is in part because this is the primary mode of delivery for the 

202 BoM seasonal outlooks and also because the verification statistics tend to be more robust 

203 where sample sizes are larger (e.g. Wilks 2010).

204 There are a plethora of metrics that may be used in assessing seasonal prediction verification 

205 with different measures designed to represent different aspects of forecast performance (e.g. 

206 Wilks 2011, Vitart et al 2019). A selection of metrics designed to examine different aspects 

207 of the performance of the ACCESS-S1 hindcast ensemble in predicting rainfall extremes 

208 were used here. Most of these metrics are displayed using maps or aggregated data across 

209 Australia with adaptations to these metrics designed to account for non-Gaussian 

210 distributions of the extreme indices and greater ease in the visualisation and interpretation of 

211 results. 

212 Firstly, mapped Spearman-rank correlation coefficients were computed between ensemble 

213 median ACCESS-S1 values and AWAP values for each calendar month and each index at 

214 lead-0 and lead-1. The correlation coefficients allow for the temporal variations of the indices 

215 between the observational product and the model to be compared. To condense this 
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216 information for easier comparison between indices, the Australia- and state-average 

217 correlation coefficients were calculated for all indices and calendar months. These are 

218 Pearson correlations as the Fisher Z-transform was used to calculate area-average values and 

219 compute associated correlation coefficients. Matrices of these Australia- and state-average 

220 correlation coefficients allow for visual comparison of this measure of model performance 

221 between states, indices and calendar months. The Australia-average correlation statistics were 

222 also calculated using the other initialisation dates within each month (9th, 17th and 25th) to 

223 examine the performance of ACCESS-S at more lead-times. These were also calculated for 

224 all indices and calendar months using the Fisher Z-transform technique.

225 The proportion correct (PC) was also employed as a metric to assess the fraction of instances 

226 where ACCESS-S1 was correct in a seasonal prediction. This was applied to each index by 

227 examining the proportion of instances where the ACCESS-S1 ensemble median anomaly was 

228 of the same sign as the AWAP anomaly. 

229 The Brier Skill Score (BSS) was calculated to examine how skilful the ACCESS-S1 hindcast 

230 simulations are relative to climatology. This was also applied to all indices and all locations 

231 across Australia in each calendar month using probabilistic forecasts calculated using the 

232 ACCESS-S1 ensemble and comparing to AWAP. The BSS was computed for forecasts of the 

233 probability of above-average values of each index.

234 Rank histograms show if an ensemble of forecasts appropriately samples forecast uncertainty 

235 by comparing observations with the range of the ensemble member forecasts (Wilks 2011). 

236 Goodness of ensemble forecasts is indicated by even distribution of the frequency of 

237 observations in all ranks of ensemble forecasts. Rank histograms were used to examine 

238 whether ACCESS-S1 is over- or under-confident in the ensemble spread for different indices 

239 and locations. The most frequent rank of AWAP relative to the ACCESS-S1 ensembles was 
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240 plotted to produce maps and warm season months (defined as November to April) and cool 

241 season months (May-October) were aggregated to increase sample size for compiling the 

242 rank histograms. In addition to these maps, box-plots displaying the frequency of observation 

243 in each rank for all locations across Australia were constructed. An estimate of the 95% 

244 confidence interval on the frequency of ranks that could be expected by chance was made. 

245 This was computed by 138 random draws from a uniform distribution of 12 values. The 138 

246 draws from this distribution matches the number used in forming the rank histograms which 

247 are each based on six values (for the six months in the warm and cool seasons) over a 23-year 

248 hindcast. This process was repeated 10000 times and for a random rank the 2.5th and 97.5th 

249 percentiles of frequency were estimated. Values outside of this range are deemed to be 

250 unlikely to occur due to chance.

251 The reliability of the ACCESS-S1 probabilistic forecasts was computed by binning the 

252 forecast probabilities into 11 categories spanning from a probability of 0% to 100%, and 

253 computing the corresponding observed probability of the event for those forecasts. Reliability 

254 is plotted on a reliability diagram, but here we also use maps to represent reliability in indices 

255 at individual locations across Australia. As for the rank histograms, reliability was computed 

256 on composites of warm season and cool season months rather than individual calendar 

257 months to generate a larger sample size.

258 2.4. Further ACCESS-S1 evaluation

259 In addition to the metrics described above, the relationship between climate modes and 

260 rainfall indices in ACCESS-S1 was compared with observed relationships. For the calendar 

261 months with the largest areal signature of statistically significant (p<0.05) observed 

262 correlations between each climate mode and total precipitation (as listed in Table 2 and 

263 extracted from Figure 1), the observed and simulated relationships were compared. For SAM, 
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264 the relationship with rainfall means and extremes is strongest in late spring and early summer 

265 (Hendon et al 2014, Lim and Hendon 2015, Min et al 2013), so November was chosen.

266 The relationships between climate modes and rainfall means and extremes in ACCESS-S1 

267 were investigated in two different ways. Firstly, using the calendar months with the strongest 

268 observed relationships between each of the four climate modes and mean rainfall, the 

269 regression coefficient of each rainfall index onto each climate mode over 1990-2012 was 

270 computed for each location across Australia using both observed climate modes and rainfall 

271 indices, and ACCESS-S1 ensemble-mean simulated climate modes (at leadtime-0 months) 

272 and rainfall indices. This allows the observed and simulated teleconnections to be compared 

273 directly.

274 Secondly, the five years where each of the calendar months that ENSO, the IOD, N. 

275 Australian SSTs and the SAM were in their most positive and negative phase based on the 

276 observational data during the 1990-2012 hindcast period were composited (Table 2). The 

277 median difference (to limit sensitivity to outliers) between rainfall indices in the positive and 

278 negative phases of each index was computed for each of AWAP and ACCESS-S1. The 

279 Spearman rank pattern correlation coefficient was computed between AWAP and ACCESS-

280 S1 to allow for a quantitative measure of model performance in the patterns of the mean and 

281 extreme rainfall anomalies associated with each climate mode. This analysis allows 

282 ACCESS-S1 to be compared with observations for specific periods of strong climate mode 

283 phases. This provides a test of performance in prediction of climate mode-extreme rainfall 

284 relationships.

285 In addition, during the hindcast period of 1990-2012 there were several occasions where 

286 impactful large-scale extreme rainfall events occurred. The ability of ACCESS-S1 to predict 

287 anomalies of mean and extreme precipitation in the case of two such events was examined. 
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288 The two events investigated in more detail were December 2010, when extreme rainfall 

289 resulted in severe flooding across large areas of Queensland (van den Honert and McAneney 

290 2011), and June 2007, when flooding occurred in several areas of Australia some of which 

291 was associated with an East Coast Low system affecting New South Wales (Mills et al 2010). 

292 The anomalies in ACCESS-S1 mean and extreme precipitation indices at lead-0, lead-1 

293 months and lead-2 months were compared with the observed anomalies. Again, Spearman 

294 rank pattern correlation coefficients between AWAP and ACCESS-S1 were computed. The 

295 correlation coefficients were computed between each ACCESS-S1 ensemble member and 

296 AWAP.

297 3. Observed relationships between climate modes and extreme rainfall indices

298 The observed relationships between ENSO, IOD and N. Australian SSTs, and rainfall indices 

299 were examined by correlating representative indices for these climate modes with rainfall 

300 indices (Table 1). The relationships between these climate modes and rainfall means and 

301 extremes are strongest in different areas and seasons (Risbey et al 2009, Min et al 2013, King 

302 et al 2014). To condense this information, Figure 1a-c shows bar plots of the area of Australia 

303 for which there are significant correlations (p<0.05) between indices representing ENSO, 

304 IOD and N. Australian SSTs and each rainfall index, respectively. The strongest relationships 

305 between these climate modes and rainfall indices tend to be in austral winter and spring with 

306 the area under significant correlation peaking earliest for N. Australian SSTs (in around July), 

307 then peaking for the IOD in September and ENSO in October. In general, the bar plots 

308 indicate stronger relationships between the climate modes and mean rainfall than for extreme 

309 rainfall indices (Min et al 2013, King et al 2014), but there is a large difference in results 

310 between some of the extreme rainfall indices. In particular, the contribution metric used here, 

311 Rx1C, shows much weaker relationships with all the climate modes than the other indices 

312 exhibit. 
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313 The area of Australia that exhibits a significant relationship between rainfall indices and any 

314 of ENSO, the IOD and N. Australian SSTs for a given calendar month was aggregated as this 

315 gives an indication of the potential for predictability more generally (Figure 1d). 

316 Unsurprisingly, given the results shown in Figure 1a-c, austral winter and spring are the times 

317 of year when Australian mean and extreme rainfall indices exhibit more widespread 

318 significant relationships with climate modes. There are months where WD has more 

319 widespread relationships with climate modes than are observed for mean rainfall, but the 

320 Rx1C index exhibits substantially weaker relationships than the other indices. Based on this 

321 observational analysis we examine the predictive skill of these extreme rainfall indices in 

322 ACCESS-S1 (aside from Rx1C).            

323 4. Performance of extreme rainfall prediction in ACCESS-S1

324 Performance in ACCESS-S1 predictions was first assessed using the Spearman’s rank 

325 correlation coefficient based on the ensemble-median of the hindcast set and AWAP for lead-

326 0. These are shown for each calendar month for Rx1day in Figure 2 and, for most of 

327 Australia and in most calendar months, the correlations are positive and often significant. 

328 There is a general pattern towards higher correlations in the interior of the continent and for 

329 the weaker correlations to be in late spring and early summer months. Unfortunately, the 

330 performance of ACCESS-S1 is better during drier times in the year when the Rx1day totals 

331 tend to be lower (Figure S2).

332 To condense the information from these correlation maps, correlation coefficient matrices 

333 were produced using all indices for Australia-average values and for each state and territory 

334 of Australia at lead-0 (Figure 3). Note, these are Pearson correlation coefficients due to the 

335 averaging applied to Z-scores to conserve normality. The distinct seasonal cycle in forecast 

336 performance, as measured by correlation coefficients, is apparent in most of the mainland 
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337 states and territories, but there are different levels of performance between indices. Aside 

338 from mean precipitation, the WD index also exhibits stronger correlations than are seen for 

339 the other indices. The R90PTot index shows generally weak skill with the R90P and R10mm 

340 indices also performing relatively poorly in line with the weaker climate mode relationships 

341 found for these indices (Figure 1). The general pattern of greater forecast performance in the 

342 north and east is also clear with ACCESS-S1 performing better, using the correlation 

343 coefficient measure, in Queensland and the Northern Territory than elsewhere.

344 A similar plot for lead 1-month correlations was also produced (Figure 4). These longer lead 

345 forecasts exhibit far poorer model performance than the lead-0 forecasts. Overall, in many 

346 cases, correlation coefficients are still positive but few are statistically significant. While all 

347 the correlations are relatively weak at this lead-time they are still higher in northern Australia, 

348 albeit at a drier time of year, and for PRCPTOT and WD than for other indices.

349 The effect of lead-time on model performance was investigated using ACCESS-S1 

350 simulations initialised at other times within the month as well as the 1st of the month 

351 simulations. Figure 5 shows the Australian-average correlations between ACCESS-S and 

352 AWAP for a) Rx1day and b) PRCPTOT in each calendar month using simulations initialised 

353 on 9th, 17th and 25th in the months prior to the month of interest. The performance of 

354 ACCESS-S decreases even at lead-times of around one week or half a month with a tendency 

355 for greater reduction in model performance with lead-time during the warm season months 

356 than in the cool season. The remaining analysis is based on the 1st of the month simulations 

357 only.       

358 The proportion correct (PC) was computed comparing the sign of the ACCESS-S1 ensemble 

359 median anomaly with the sign of the observed anomaly (Rx1day at lead-0; Figure S3). The 

360 PC results largely mirror those found using the correlation coefficients with PC falling below 
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361 0.5 (i.e. negative skill compared to a climatological forecast) in some areas of Australia in 

362 late spring and early summer, but generally higher in other seasons. The PC metric performs 

363 poorly where the median value is at or near zero (i.e. no heavy rainfall has occurred), which 

364 is true for several indices considered here, especially in northern Australia in the dry season. 

365 Australia- and state-average values of PC (not shown) are less useful than the correlation 

366 coefficient equivalent values (Figure 3) due to the high frequency of zero-values and 

367 skewness in statistical distributions for many indices. For forecasts of the probability of 

368 above average conditions, we use the Brier Skill Score (BSS) computed relative to a 

369 climatological forecast. The BSS shows skill above climatology over most of Australia in 

370 most months for PRCPTOT and some extreme indices (see Figure S4 for an example for 

371 Rx1day at lead-0). Once again, December shows substantially less skill than is found in other 

372 calendar months. Skill, as measured by the BSS, is above climatology in most of northern 

373 Australia and in most months outside late spring and early summer.

374 To better understand the characteristics of the ACCESS-S1 ensemble, we used rank 

375 histograms comparing the frequency of AWAP ranks relative to different points within the 

376 ACCESS-S1 ensemble. Over most of Australia, AWAP monthly rainfall totals and Rx1day 

377 tend to be too frequently outside of the lowest rank of the ensemble, indicating that ACCESS-

378 S1 ensemble has a wet bias (Figure S5). In contrast, AWAP WD anomalies are too frequently 

379 outside of the highest rank of the ensemble, indicating that the number of wet days are 

380 systematically underpredicted by ACCESS-S1. Aggregating across Australia we observed 

381 that for PRCPTOT and Rx1day in most places the observed anomalies are below the entire 

382 ACCESS-S1 ensemble considerably more than could be expected by chance (as evidenced by 

383 the frequency in the lowest rank outside of the grey area in Figure 6). The ACCESS-S1 

384 ensemble is under-dispersive for PRCPTOT, Rx1day, and WD in both the warm season and 

385 cool season as implied by the rank histogram tending to be U-shaped because the ensemble 
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386 members tend to be too similar and biased against the verification. The ACCESS-S1 

387 ensemble is more dispersive for WD than other indices, but this may be in part due to the 

388 discrete values this index can take even in anomaly space when the climatological value is a 

389 median rather than a mean.

390 The reliability of probabilistic forecasts relates to how well the predicted probabilities of an 

391 event correspond to their observed frequencies and, like the rank histogram, can provide an 

392 indication of forecasting bias. The reliability of lead-0 Rx1day forecasts in the warm season 

393 (Figure 7) and cool season (Figure S6) is visualised first through maps of the observed 

394 frequency of above-average anomalies given different fractions of the ACCESS-S1 ensemble 

395 are above average. The maps illustrate that as an increasing fraction of the ACCESS-S1 

396 ensemble is above average, there is a higher observed frequency of above-average values. 

397 There is a great deal of noise between locations in this pattern such that reliability diagrams 

398 based on single locations and with relatively low sample size would not be informative. To 

399 account for this issue, the reliability was also plotted on traditional reliability diagrams, 

400 aggregating values from across Australia to produce box plots (Figure 8). These show that the 

401 forecasts for PRCPTOT, Rx1day and WD are over-confident (i.e. under-dispersed), e.g. 

402 probabilistic forecasts of under 10% chance of above-average conditions are commonly 

403 associated with observed frequencies of above-average conditions around 20%, and, at the 

404 upper end of the scale, forecasts of above 90% chance of above average conditions are 

405 commonly associated with observed frequencies of above-average conditions around 80%. 

406 Despite the overconfidence in the forecasts, the majority of the distributions displayed 

407 through box plots are in the dark grey region indicating there is some skill over a 

408 climatological forecast. Overall, the reliability diagrams suggest slightly greater skill and 

409 reliability over more of Australia in the PRCPTOT and WD forecasts than the Rx1day 

410 forecasts. The reliability diagrams were also plotted for northern and southern Australia, 
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411 defined as areas north and south of 26°S respectively (Figures S7, S8). These point to a 

412 greater degree of over-confidence in the ACCESS-S1 ensemble aggregating across southern 

413 Australia compared with northern Australia in both the warm and cool seasons. This regional 

414 difference in ACCESS-S1 ensemble performance is also suggested by the mapped reliability 

415 plots (Figures 7, S6). 

416 5. Relationships to climate modes

417 The slow evolution of climate modes and their strong teleconnections to Australian climate 

418 give rise to high potential predictability for the continent. As such it is vital that the 

419 relationship between climate modes, such as ENSO, and Australian rainfall indices are well 

420 represented for there to be confidence that ACCESS-S1 may be useful for the sub-seasonal to 

421 seasonal prediction of rainfall indices. It has been shown previously that ACCESS-S1 

422 exhibits skill in multi-week to seasonal forecasts of ENSO, IOD and SAM (Hudson et al 

423 2017), so accurate representation of teleconnections to Australian climate should aid skill in 

424 prediction of rainfall indices.

425 To investigate how Australian rainfall indices are associated with climate modes, the calendar 

426 months with the largest areal extent of significant correlations between ENSO, the IOD and 

427 N. Australian SSTs and mean rainfall were selected (Figure 1; Table 2). The observed and 

428 simulated teleconnections between these climate modes and the rainfall indices were 

429 compared by regressing each observed and simulated (model lead-0) rainfall index onto the 

430 corresponding observed and simulated climate mode indices (Figure 9). Note, the use of the 

431 ACCESS-S1 ensemble mean climate mode slightly reduces the amplitude of regression 

432 coefficients relative to the observed climate modes. The regression maps are similar between 

433 AWAP and ACCESS-S1 with the model capturing the broad relationships in the observed 

434 data across the mean and extreme rainfall indices and the different climate modes. The 
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435 observed ENSO relationships with all three extreme indices shown here are stronger than in 

436 ACCESS-S1 over most of northern and eastern Australia. The observed IOD relationship 

437 with mean and extreme rain indices tends to be stronger in the south of Australia but in the 

438 model the teleconnection may be shifted slightly (this is seen most clearly in Figure 9s,t). 

439 There is more spatial inhomogeneity in the observed regression maps than in ACCESS-S1 as 

440 an ensemble-mean is used in the model. 

441 To examine how the ACCESS-S1 model performs when the climate modes are in strongly 

442 positive or negative phases another test was performed. The five years with the most extreme 

443 values of each climate mode in each direction, using the observational data only, were 

444 selected and used to produce composite median differences in the rainfall indices in both 

445 AWAP and ACCESS-S1. For example, in AWAP, La Niña Octobers are wetter on average 

446 than El Niño Octobers across most of the continent and ACCESS-S1 reproduces this pattern 

447 well (Figure 10a,b). This tendency for wetter conditions in La Niña phases also holds true for 

448 Rx1day and WD and ACCESS-S1 captures the corresponding patterns well also (Figure 

449 10i,j,q,r). The differences in mean and extreme rainfall indices between cases of positive and 

450 negative IOD and positive and negative N. Australian SST extremes are also captured in 

451 general in ACCESS-S1 (Figure 9). The SAM also exhibits a strong teleconnection to 

452 Australian rainfall (Lim and Hendon 2015, Risbey et al 2009, Min et al 2013) so a good 

453 representation of this relationship in ACCESS-S1 is important especially in southern 

454 Australia and on the east coast. The SAM is noisier than the other climate modes and the 

455 observed differences in mean and extreme precipitation between SAM phases in November 

456 show less of a clear pattern than for ENSO, the IOD, or N. Australian SSTs in their selected 

457 months. Nonetheless, ACCESS-S1 broadly captures the expected pattern of reduced mean 

458 rainfall, less intense extreme rain days, and fewer wet days in eastern Australia in negative 

459 SAM relative to positive SAM phase. 
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460 6. Case study analyses: December 2010 and June 2007

461 It is of particular importance that ahead of periods of extreme weather, seasonal predictions 

462 are accurate enough to allow for planning well ahead of time to mitigate the risks associated 

463 with these events. One warm season and one cool season case study of particularly extreme 

464 rainfall events were investigated in more detail. Firstly the month of December 2010 which 

465 saw record-breaking rains and extreme flooding in Queensland especially (van den Honert 

466 and McAneney 2011) was selected. This event occurred during a strong La Niña, which are 

467 typically associated with very wet conditions in the northeast of Australia (Risbey et al 2009, 

468 Klingaman et al 2013), and very high local SSTs also increased the precipitation totals during 

469 this event (Evans and Boyer-Souchet 2012). The observed PRCPTOT, Rx1day, and WD 

470 anomalies illustrate the wetter-than-average conditions across all these indices during 

471 December 2010 (Figure 11d,h,l). At lead-0 (i.e. 1st December 2010 simulations), the 

472 ACCESS-S1 ensemble median anomalies show a very similar pattern to the observed 

473 anomalies. The pattern correlations at this lead-time with the observed anomalies are high, 

474 except in Rx1day, but this is principally due to the higher spatial inhomogeneity in that index. 

475 At longer lead-times of lead-1 month (1st November 2010) and, to a lesser extent, lead 2-

476 months (1st October 2010) there is still an indication of wetter conditions likely in December 

477 2010, but the signal is less clear and the pattern of very wet conditions observed in southeast 

478 Queensland and eastern New South Wales is not forecast. As seasonal forecasts are usually 

479 communicated in probabilistic terms, it is promising that a majority of ensemble members 

480 forecast wetter-than-normal conditions across the rainfall indices for much of Australia even 

481 at one-to-two-month lead-times. Given that December is the calendar month in which 

482 ACCESS-S1 appears to have the worst performance based on the previous results (e.g. Figure 

483 2), it is also promising that for a particularly extreme event as occurred in December 2010, 
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484 there is some evidence of ACCESS-S1 providing useful forecasts in unusually extreme 

485 circumstances.

486 The other case study examined was June 2007 when an East Coast Low brought extreme 

487 rainfall to coastal New South Wales (Mills et al 2010). While the north and east of Australia 

488 were unusually wet, most of the south including Tasmania was drier than normal (Figure 12) 

489 as high pressure systems were located over the Great Australian Bight for much of the month. 

490 The lead-0 forecasts (from 1st June 2007) performed well in capturing the pattern of very wet 

491 anomalies in the east and the dry conditions in the south. At longer lead-times (simulations 

492 initialised on 1st April 2007 and 1st May 2007) the ACCESS-S1 forecasts performed 

493 considerably less well in capturing the extreme wet anomalies in the east, although the drier 

494 anomalies in the south are better predicted.

495 7. Discussion and conclusions

496 In this study we have sought to assess forecast performance in seasonal outlooks of 

497 precipitation extremes in Australia using ACCESS-S1, the current BoM seasonal prediction 

498 system. We firstly illustrated that there is a strong potential for predicting some rainfall 

499 extremes indices due to the strong teleconnections that exist with climate modes, such as 

500 ENSO. Using a range of different measures we have found that ACCESS-S1 exhibits a 

501 similar degree of model performance in the WD index as it does for mean precipitation. 

502 ACCESS-S1 is less skilful in predictions of extreme rainfall indices, particularly in more 

503 “extreme” extreme indices that represent rarer extremes, such as total rainfall on days above 

504 the 90th percentile. ACCESS-S1 performs reasonably well in capturing teleconnections 

505 between climate modes and rainfall indices, and in the predictability of rainfall indices during 

506 strong phases of climate modes. In our December 2010 case study, ACCESS-S1 performed 

507 well at lead-1 month.
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508 Further analysis of ACCESS-S1 to understand model biases, ensemble overconfidence, and 

509 poor model performance in some indices is required, especially in late spring and early 

510 summer when the wet season often begins and seasonal outlooks for rainfall are especially 

511 useful. Indeed, while not a surprising result, it is disappointing that the model performs 

512 relatively poorly in populated areas of the continent where extreme rainfall can have more 

513 economically-costly impacts, so research that would lead to improved performance in future 

514 iterations of ACCESS-S around Sydney, Melbourne and other major cities would be of 

515 particular use.

516 Indices where ACCESS-S1 performs poorly tend to be those which are more spatially 

517 inhomogeneous and less strongly associated with variations in mean precipitation (Figure 

518 S9). In December, when ACCESS-S1 performance is particularly poor, there are relatively 

519 weak observed relationships between climate modes and Australian mean and extreme 

520 rainfall indices (Figure 1d), so it may be that without strong teleconnections, rainfall 

521 anomalies are driven by mesoscale-to-synoptic-scale processes that are more randomly driven 

522 than otherwise is the case, and thus more difficult to forecast on seasonal timescales. 

523 The analysis of subseasonal-to-seasonal prediction in daily-scale climate extremes is an 

524 emerging field (Sillmann et al 2017) with few analyses to date (Lee et al 2017, Pepler et al 

525 2015a) and some focussed solely on temperature extremes (Bhend et al 2017, Hudson and 

526 Marshall 2016). This is the first comprehensive analysis of sub-seasonal to seasonal 

527 prediction of daily-scale rainfall extremes in Australia. As this field is relatively new, and 

528 seasonal prediction models continue to improve such that forecasting of extremes becomes 

529 more viable, the issue of suitable model performance verification for extreme indices will 

530 become more pressing. Here, we used modified versions of common verification measures to 

531 assess performance in the ACCESS-S1 model. For instance, we constructed climatologies of 

532 median-values instead of means and produced maps of correlation coefficients between 
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533 ACCESS-S1 and our observational dataset using the non-parametric Spearman rank method 

534 instead of Pearson correlations. For some extreme indices there are performance metrics that 

535 are less useful than others. In particular, proportion correct, when applied to the sign of 

536 anomalies, is of little use for indices where the median is zero. It could also be misinterpreted 

537 for indices like the number of wet days if the climatology is a median, as there is the potential 

538 for a high proportion of predicted and observed values to be exactly average rather than 

539 above or below average. The use of a combination of metrics and careful application after 

540 some modifications was necessary. For more “extreme” indices than were considered here, 

541 which tend to be the indices that would signify rarer high-impact events, the issue of suitable 

542 model performance verification becomes even more important and sample size limitations 

543 become more of an issue. More extreme rainfall indices tend to be more spatially 

544 inhomogeneous (e.g. King et al 2014), so location-specific measures of model performance 

545 that perform well in mean rainfall may be of less use as the spatial pattern of an index 

546 becomes noisier. Performance measures that draw on techniques used for verification of 

547 highly localised extreme rainfall events in high-resolution numerical weather prediction 

548 models (e.g Ebert and McBride 2000, Roberts 2008) may be of use for more “extreme” 

549 extreme indices that represent only rarer events than those captured by the indices examined 

550 here.

551 The indices for extreme rainfall used here were based on the ETCCDI extreme rainfall 

552 indices (Zhang et al 2011) more commonly used for climate change detection and modelling 

553 (e.g. Sillmann et al 2013, Donat et al 2013). The analysis of ACCESS-S1 performance in 

554 these indices is useful in understanding model biases and other issues, but we have not 

555 determined the utility of these indices for seasonal prediction in conjunction with relevant 

556 stakeholder groups. Previous work has indicated that for seasonal prediction to be of greatest 

557 use to stakeholders, the predictive skill is only one factor amongst several that determine 
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558 whether seasonal outlooks will be used in decision-making processes (Ziervogel and 

559 Downing 2004, Hartmann et al 2002). Given the demonstrable performance in predicting 

560 some rainfall indices in ACCESS-S1, further work to determine which indices would be of 

561 use to specific stakeholder groups and how they will inform decisions is required.

562 The analysis we have conducted is primarily focussed on forecasts for the month ahead, but 

563 our analysis for longer lead-times suggests a substantial decrease in model performance. 

564 There may be more promising results if extremes indices are designed for the analysis of sub-

565 seasonal prediction (Hudson et al 2011, Marshall et al 2014), such as on timescales of two-

566 to-three or three-to-four weeks. For shorter time-windows the extremes indices would need to 

567 be redesigned to be relevant on the timescale of a week rather than a month.

568 It is likely that some of the model performance in the lead-0 forecasts is due to predictability 

569 on the timescale of numerical weather prediction, and this is suggested from the reduced 

570 performance in ACCESS-S1 for simulations initialised several days before the start of the 

571 month compared with 1st of the month simulations (Figure 5). If an extreme rainfall event is 

572 forecast to occur in the first seven to ten days after the runs are initialised, there is more likely 

573 to be more consistency across the ensemble in the anomalies associated with extreme rainfall 

574 indices. This effect may be part of the reason that the June 2007 prediction (Figure 12), 

575 initialised on 1st June, was particularly accurate as the East Coast Low (ECL) brought the 

576 heaviest rainfall on 7th June. In contrast, in December 2010 (Figure 11), where the lead-0 

577 forecasts still perform well, the heaviest rainfall occurred near the end of the month in most 

578 of the northeast of Australia. More generally, the model performance of seasonal predictions 

579 of rainfall extremes is likely to be connected to the predictability of the weather systems that 

580 bring the extreme rainfall and this will vary greatly. For instance, ECLs, in common with 

581 other mesoscale systems over Australia, are not strongly related to climate modes (Pepler et 

582 al 2015b) and require the confluence of several important ingredients to occur (Cavicchia et 
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583 al 2019). It is likely that ECLs have less inherent predictability than other major rain-bearing 

584 systems including tropical cyclones which have stronger relationships to climate modes such 

585 as ENSO (Dowdy et al 2012, Kuleshov et al 2008). This effect likely contributes to the 

586 pattern of model performance across Australia with greater model fidelity in northern areas 

587 and the interior than in the south and near coasts.

588 The results of this analysis are drawn from a 23-year hindcast set of ACCESS-S1 

589 simulations, and focussed on 1st of the month simulations to ensure consistency, for the 1990-

590 2012 period. This is below the 30 years that the World Meteorological Organisation would 

591 use to define climatologies Thus, there is an assumption that this period and length of period 

592 are sufficient in assessing the performance of ACCESS-S1. A period of 23 years is typically 

593 too short to obtain statistically robust results, particularly for aspects of the prediction system 

594 that are inherently noisy, such as relatively localised forecasts. In addition, a sufficiently long 

595 hindcast set is necessary for including an adequate number of cases of the low frequency 

596 influences on Australian climate, like the different phases of ENSO, and for knowing how 

597 model performance may vary based on the state of these climate drivers. Furthermore, 

598 teleconnections between climate modes and specific weather systems have been shown to be 

599 variable in the past with consequences for skill in statistical seasonal forecasts, such as has 

600 been the case with the ENSO-Indian Monsoon relationship (Kumar et al 1999). 

601 Teleconnections between ENSO and Australian climate have some decadal-scale variability 

602 related to the Interdecadal Pacific Oscillation (Power et al 2006, King et al 2013a, Cai and 

603 van Rensch 2012, Lim et al 2017) so there is the possibility that the 23-year hindcast period 

604 does not optimally represent the recent Australian climate and its variability. For the next 

605 version of ACCESS-S (version 2), there will be a longer hindcast period of at least 30 years. 

606 While it is promising that the teleconnections between climate modes and mean and extreme 
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607 rainfall indices are broadly captured in the 23-year ACCESS-S1 hindcast, further analysis of 

608 teleconnections using a longer hindcast would be useful.

609 Overall, in this analysis we have found that sub-seasonal prediction of some rainfall indices 

610 in Australia may be viable using the BoM operational model, ACCESS-S1, but that 

611 performance decreases rapidly beyond the first forecast month. A substantial component of 

612 forecast performance at lead-0 is due to skill on the timeframe of weather prediction, so 

613 seasonal prediction is unlikely to be possible but sub-seasonal outlooks, extending beyond the 

614 current forecasts of likelihood of above or below-average total rainfall, may be useful. 

615 Forecasts based on indices such as the probability of above- or below-average number of wet 

616 days and intensity of the wettest day are possible. Further work will be needed to determine 

617 the usefulness of such indices in sub-seasonal outlooks.      
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842 Figures and Tables

843 Table 1. Mean and extreme rainfall indices considered in this analysis. These indices were 

844 examined in the observational-based analysis and the indices listed in italics were 

845 investigated further using ACCESS-S.

Index Name Description Units Type of 
Index

PRCPTOT Total Rainfall mm Mean
Rx1day Maximum 1-day rainfall mm Intensity
R90PTOT Rainfall on days above climatological 90th 

percentile
mm Intensity

WD Number of wet days (>1mm) Number of 
days

Frequency

R90P Number of days above climatological 90th 
percentile

Number of 
days

Frequency

R10mm Number of days above 10mm Number of 
days

Frequency

Rx1C Contribution of wettest day to total rainfall % Contribution
846

847 Table 2. Months used in composites of forecasts during ENSO, IOD and North Australian 

848 SST mode phases.

Climate Mode Calendar 
months analysed

Years extracted in 
positive phase

Years extracted in 
negative phase

ENSO (Niño-3.4) October 1991, 1994, 1997, 
2002, 2009

1998, 1999, 2007, 
2010, 2011

IOD (DMI) September 1994, 1997, 2002, 
2006, 2012

1992, 1996, 1998, 
2005, 2010

N. Australian SSTs July 1990, 1996, 1998, 
2009, 2010

1991, 1993, 1994, 
1997, 2000

SAM (Marshall index) November 1992, 1998, 1999, 
2001, 2010

1994, 1996, 1997, 
2000, 2011

849
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850

851 Figure 1. Bar graphs showing the area of Australia with significant concurrent Spearman-

852 rank correlations (p-value < 0.05) between mean and extreme rainfall indices and a) Niño-

853 3.4, b) DMI, c) N. Australian SSTs, and d) any of the three climate modes. Bars in a-c are 

854 plotted either above or below the zero line for positive or negative correlations respectively. 

855 The grey region indicates the area of significant correlations that might be expected by 

856 chance. The legend on the right indicates which bars correspond to which indices with mean 

857 rainfall in black, intensity-based indices in red, frequency-based indices in orange and a 

858 contribution-based index in blue.

859
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860

861 Figure 2. Spearman’s rank correlation coefficients in Rx1day between AWAP and the 

862 ensemble median ACCESS-S1 value at leadtime-0 for each calendar month from 1990-2012. 

863 Stippling indicates correlations significant at the 5% level.

864
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865

866 Figure 3. Area-average correlation coefficient matrices for each state of Australia in each 

867 calendar month and index at leadtime-0. Black dots indicate correlations significant at the 5% 

868 level. These Pearson correlation coefficients are derived by applying the Fisher Z-transform 

869 and area-averaging on Z-scores. Grid cells in white show areas where the index has too few 

870 non-zero values for reliable correlation calculation.
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871

872 Figure 4. As Figure 3 but for lead-1 month correlation coefficients.
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873

874 Figure 5. Australian-average correlation coefficients between ACCESS-S and AWAP 

875 calculated for each calendar month at every lead-time from 1.75 months in advance to lead-0 

876 for a) PRCPTOT and b) Rx1day. Each thin line represents a different calendar month with 

877 months during the warm season marked in red and cool season months in blue. These Pearson 

878 correlation coefficients are derived by applying the Fisher Z-transform and area-averaging on 

879 Z-scores. The thicker lines represent warm and cool season average correlations at each lead-

880 time computed by averaging the Z-scores from each month at that lead-time. The grey area 

881 shows correlations non-significant at the 5% level. 
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882

883 Figure 6. Rank Histograms showing the frequency of ranks of the observed value relative to 

884 the ACCESS-S1 ensemble in locations across Australia. The box-plots show the frequency at 

885 the median location with the large box representing the interquartile range, the narrower box 

886 representing the 10th-90th percentile range, and the whiskers showing the 5th-95th percentile 

887 locations. The grey zone represents an estimate of the 95% confidence interval of rank 

888 frequencies that could be expected by random chance for the same sample size as is available 

889 here.
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890

891 Figure 7. Maps representing the reliability in Rx1day lead-0 predictions in the warm season 

892 (Nov-Apr). For cases when each possible fraction of the ACCESS-S1 ensemble is above 

893 average, the fraction of corresponding observed values that are above average is shown. The 

894 fraction is only shown where there are at least five occurrences where ACCESS-S1 has the 

895 fraction of above-average ensemble members considered. The expected colour if ACCESS-

896 S1 is performing well is shown in the top left of each plot and a graphical representation of 

897 the point on a reliability diagram being investigated is shown in the bottom-left of each plot.
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899 Figure 8. Reliability diagrams aggregating locations across Australia. For each forecast 

900 probability of above-average conditions in a), b) PRCPTOT, c), d) Rx1day, and e), f) WD in 

901 the warm and cool season respectively, the corresponding observed occurrence is shown with 

902 the box-plot representing the range of occurrences across Australia. The box plots use the 

903 same percentiles as those in Figure 6. The colours are chosen to match those in Figure 7. 

904 Miniature graphs in the top-left of each plot indicate the number of locations contributing to 

905 each box-plot as a proportion of the maximum number. The dark grey area shows where a 

906 positive contribution to Brier Skill Score is made. The 1:1 line is shown as a dashed black 

907 line.
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908

909

910 Figure 9. Standardised regression coefficients of mean and extreme rainfall indices onto each 

911 climate mode index in the 1990-2012 period for selected months with strong mean and 

912 extreme rainfall relationships to these modes in AWAP and the ACCESS-S1 ensemble 

913 median respectively. Regression coefficients are shown for a)-h) PRCPTOT, i)-p) Rx1day, 

914 and q)-x) WD.

915
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916

917 Figure 10. Composite median differences for the five most extreme positive and negative 

918 values of each climate mode index observed in the 1990-2012 period (months selected shown 

919 in Table 2) for months with strong mean and extreme rainfall relationships to these modes in 

920 AWAP and the ACCESS-S1 ensemble median respectively. Differences are shown for a)-h) 

921 PRCPTOT, i)-p) Rx1day, and q)-x) WD. The Spearman-rank pattern correlation between the 

922 corresponding ACCESS-S1 and AWAP difference maps is shown in each ACCESS-S1 plot.

923

924
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925

926 Figure 11. For the extreme wet month of December 2010, the ACCESS-S1 ensemble median 

927 anomalies at lead-2, lead-1, and lead-0 are shown with the observed anomalies in a)-d) 

928 PRCPTOT, e)-h) Rx1day, and i)-l) WD. Stippling shows at least three-quarters of ensemble 

929 members are of the same sign. The median Spearman-rank pattern correlation coefficients 

930 between the ACCESS-S1 and observed anomalies are shown in the bottom-left of each plot 

931 with the lowest and highest pattern correlation coefficients across the ACCESS-S1 ensemble 

932 in parentheses.  

933
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934

935 Figure 12. As Figure 11 but for June 2007.
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Figure 1. Bar graphs showing the area of Australia with significant concurrent Spearman-rank correlations 
(p-value < 0.05) between mean and extreme rainfall indices and a) Niño-3.4, b) DMI, c) N. Australian SSTs, 

and d) any of the three climate modes. Bars in a-c are plotted either above or below the zero line for 
positive or negative correlations respectively. The grey region indicates the area of significant correlations 

that might be expected by chance. The legend on the right indicates which bars correspond to which indices 
with mean rainfall in black, intensity-based indices in red, frequency-based indices in orange and a 

contribution-based index in blue. 
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Figure 2. Spearman’s rank correlation coefficients in Rx1day between AWAP and the ensemble median 
ACCESS-S1 value at leadtime-0 for each calendar month from 1990-2012. Stippling indicates correlations 

significant at the 5% level. 
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Figure 3. Area-average correlation coefficient matrices for each state of Australia in each calendar month 
and index at leadtime-0. Black dots indicate correlations significant at the 5% level. These Pearson 

correlation coefficients are derived by applying the Fisher Z-transform and area-averaging on Z-scores. Grid 
cells in white show areas where the index has too few non-zero values for reliable correlation calculation. 
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Figure 4. As Figure 3 but for lead-1 month correlation coefficients. 
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Figure 5. Australian-average correlation coefficients between ACCESS-S and AWAP calculated for each 
calendar month at every lead-time from 1.75 months in advance to lead-0 for a) PRCPTOT and b) Rx1day. 

Each thin line represents a different calendar month with months during the warm season marked in red and 
cool season months in blue. These Pearson correlation coefficients are derived by applying the Fisher Z-
transform and area-averaging on Z-scores. The thicker lines represent warm and cool season average 

correlations at each lead-time computed by averaging the Z-scores from each month at that lead-time. The 
grey area shows correlations non-significant at the 5% level. 
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Figure 6. Rank Histograms showing the frequency of ranks of the observed value relative to the ACCESS-S1 
ensemble in locations across Australia. The box-plots show the frequency at the median location with the 
large box representing the interquartile range, the narrower box representing the 10th-90th percentile 

range, and the whiskers showing the 5th-95th percentile locations. The grey zone represents an estimate of 
the 95% confidence interval of rank frequencies that could be expected by random chance for the same 

sample size as is available here. 
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Figure 7. Maps representing the reliability in Rx1day lead-0 predictions in the warm season (Nov-Apr). For 
cases when each possible fraction of the ACCESS-S1 ensemble is above average, the fraction of 

corresponding observed values that are above average is shown. The fraction is only shown where there are 
at least five occurrences where ACCESS-S1 has the fraction of above-average ensemble members 

considered. The expected colour if ACCESS-S1 is performing well is shown in the top left of each plot and a 
graphical representation of the point on a reliability diagram being investigated is shown in the bottom-left 

of each plot. 
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Figure 8. Reliability diagrams aggregating locations across Australia. For each forecast probability of above-
average conditions in a), b) PRCPTOT, c), d) Rx1day, and e), f) WD in the warm and cool season 

respectively, the corresponding observed occurrence is shown with the box-plot representing the range of 
occurrences across Australia. The box plots use the same percentiles as those in Figure 6. The colours are 

chosen to match those in Figure 7. Miniature graphs in the top-left of each plot indicate the number of 
locations contributing to each box-plot as a proportion of the maximum number. The dark grey area shows 

where a positive contribution to Brier Skill Score is made. The 1:1 line is shown as a dashed black line. 
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Figure 9. Standardised regression coefficients of mean and extreme rainfall indices onto each climate mode 
index in the 1990-2012 period for selected months with strong mean and extreme rainfall relationships to 

these modes in AWAP and the ACCESS-S1 ensemble median respectively. Regression coefficients are shown 
for a)-h) PRCPTOT, i)-p) Rx1day, and q)-x) WD. 
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Figure 10. Composite median differences for the five most extreme positive and negative values of each 
climate mode index observed in the 1990-2012 period (months selected shown in Table 2) for months with 

strong mean and extreme rainfall relationships to these modes in AWAP and the ACCESS-S1 ensemble 
median respectively. Differences are shown for a)-h) PRCPTOT, i)-p) Rx1day, and q)-x) WD. The Spearman-
rank pattern correlation between the corresponding ACCESS-S1 and AWAP difference maps is shown in each 

ACCESS-S1 plot. 
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Figure 11. For the extreme wet month of December 2010, the ACCESS-S1 ensemble median anomalies at 
lead-2, lead-1, and lead-0 are shown with the observed anomalies in a)-d) PRCPTOT, e)-h) Rx1day, and i)-l) 

WD. Stippling shows at least three-quarters of ensemble members are of the same sign. The median 
Spearman-rank pattern correlation coefficients between the ACCESS-S1 and observed anomalies are shown 

in the bottom-left of each plot with the lowest and highest pattern correlation coefficients across the 
ACCESS-S1 ensemble in parentheses.   
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Figure 12. As Figure 11 but for June 2007. 
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11 Figure. Bar graphs showing the area of Australia with significant concurrent Spearman-rank 

12 correlations (p-value < 0.05) between mean and extreme rainfall indices and a) Niño-3.4, b) 

13 DMI, c) N. Australian SSTs, and d) any of the three climate modes. The legend on the right 

14 indicates which bars correspond to which indices with mean rainfall in black, intensity-based 

15 indices in red, frequency-based indices in orange and a contribution-based index in blue.
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